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Abstract
There are two elaborated abstract forms of BRST quantization on inner product
spaces within the operator formalism. Both leads to BRST invariant states of the
form
jphi = e[Q; ]ji
where  is a gauge xing fermion, and where ji is a BRST invariant state determined
by simple hermitian conditions. These state representations are closely related to the
path integral formulation. Here the basics of this approach is described in details.
The freedom in the choice of  and ji as well as the properties of general gauge
transformations are explicitly determined for simple abelian models. SL(2,R) is shown





BRST quantization in its operator version and in its path integral version looks quite
dierent. The reason is that the standard operator version does not take into account
all consequences of the necessity to work on inner product spaces. Therefore, one of
us has been developing a BRST quantization within the operator formalism in which
general conditions are extracted for BRST invariant states to be inner product states
[1]-[8]. Only when these conditions are satised do we have a precise connection to the
path integral representation. In fact, this more elaborated operator version provides for
a precise interpretation of BRST quantization within the path integral approach which is
not exactly the naive correspondence [2]. In the present paper we give a coherent picture of
the elobarated operator versions of BRST quantization on inner product spaces. All basic
properties are explained and demonstated to be true for simple abelian gauge models.
Previous analyses are extended. We investigate more general gauge xings in simple
abelian models from a global point of view, as well as properties under global gauge
transformations in these models. We determine the exact conditions under which a gauge
xing is satisfactory as well as its global uniqueness. These are basic properties underlying
any gauge theory since there always exists a local abelianization [9]. The only additional
features in a more general gauge theory is its topological properties which is specic for
each model. All formulas obtained are abstract and formal. To nd a precise result and
a precise corresponding path integral representation we have to choose a consistent state
space representation. It turns out that the general formulas only allow for specic classes
of representations which are referred to as quantization rules of the basic variables. These
rules automatically lead to precise, satisfactory path integral representations, which are
expected to include known rigorous results of BRST quantization within its the path
integral version. In models treated so far this has been the case. However, in some
cases new representations have been found. In fact, a given model can have inequivalent
representations (see e.g. [4]). This means that there is some physics involved in the choice
of state space representations.
The basic ingredients in the operator version of BRST quantization of general gauge
theories are the odd, hermitian, and nilpotent BRST charge operator Q and the even,
antihermitian ghost number operator N [10]. They satisfy
Q2 = 0; [N;Q] = Q: (1.1)
Ghost numbers of operators A and states ji, denoted nA and n, are dened by [A;N ] =
nAA and N ji = nji. Hence, Q has ghost number plus one according to (1.1). Usually
one also has an even, hermitian Hamiltonian operator H with ghost number zero which
commutes with Q. However, any gauge theory with a nontrivial Hamiltonian may be
embedded in a corresponding reparametrization invariant formulation with a vanishing
Hamiltonian. We discard therefore Hamiltonians in the following. Some details how they
are introduced into the formalism are given in [8].
The basic condition in BRST quantization is that the physical degrees of freedom are
described by BRST invariant states, i.e. by states satisfying
Qjphi = 0 (1.2)
where jphi is required to be decomposable into eigenstates of the ghost number operator
N . Formally, there are solutions of (1.2) of the form Qji for any state ji. Since Qji
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formally are zero norm states, the physical state space is KerQ=ImQ. In order for the
last statements to be true it is absolutely necessary that all states belong to an inner
product space in which all inner products are well dened. This is of course well known.
However, what is not so well known is that the last conditions allow us to derive more
precise formulas which have general solutions which may be specied quite precisely. This
is described below.
The rst approach to BRST quantization on inner product spaces is based on the
condition that the hermitian BRST charge Q must be possible to decompose as follows
Q =  + y; 2 = 0; [; y]+ = 0; (1.3)
and that the physical inner product states must satisfy the conditions
jphi = yjphi = 0: (1.4)
(See [11, 12, 1].) These conditions severely restrict the class of models as well as the
solutions of (1.2). In fact, within the BFV prescription for Q given in [13, 14] the condition
(1.3) necessarily requires an even number of rst class constraints. This is also what one
has in the standard BFV-formulation with dynamical Lagrange multipliers (the so called
non-minimal sector). A typical example is Yang-Mills theories. Within standard BFV-
formulation it has so far been shown that Q satises the property (1.3) for Lie group
theories [1, 3]. In [1, 3] the -operator in (1.3) was constructed explicitly which also made
it possible to solve the conditions (1.4). The solutions turned out to have the general form
jphi = e[Q; ]ji; (1.5)
where  is a hermitian fermionic gauge xing operator with ghost number minus one, and
where ji is a simple BRST invariant state determined by a set of hermitian operators
which is decomposable into eigenstates of the ghost number operator. ji is not a well
dened inner product state by itself. The inner product is only well dened with the
hermitian regulator factor e[Q; ] present. (e[Q; ] has ghost number zero.) Locally hphjphi
is independent of  and this should also be true globally for topologically trivial models.
The formula (1.5) has been applied to several models [4, 5], and it has been shown to
provide for a natural connection between operator quantization and the path integral
formulation [2].
A second closely related approach to BRST quantization on inner product states was
given in [6]. There the basic assumption was that the BRST singlets, jsi, are inner product
states provided they are determined by nonhermitian BRST doublet operators which are
in involution in such a way that they together with the corresponding hermitian conjugate
BRST doublets form BRST quartets in a general sense [10]. Note that the BRST singlets,
jsi, are BRST invariant states that describe the true physical degrees of freedom and
represent the BRST cohomology (jsi 2 KerQ=ImQ). In [6] it was shown that these BRST
singlets have the simple representation
jsi = e[Q; ]jis (1.6)
for general gauge theories with nite number of degrees of freedom. (The generalization
to innite degrees of freedom is expected to be straight-forward.)  is the same gauge
xing fermion as in (1.5). However, jis is here determined by the conditions
Drjis = 0; (1.7)
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where Dr is a maximal set of hermitian BRST doublet operators in involution. At least for
Lie group theories these doublets are such that jis in (1.6) is a gauge xed version of the
ji in (1.5). It is also ghost xed which means that jis in (1.6) has ghost number zero.
Since (1.6) was shown to exist for all gauge theories which have the general BFV-form
of Q, also (1.5) should generalize to all kinds of gauge theories. The property (1.4) is
therefore expected to be valid for general gauge theories. The precise basic criterion for




is such that D0r and (D
0
r)




y] is an invertible matrix operator: (1.9)
Note that the regulator factor e[Q; ] is hermitian.
In the above two formulations of BRST quantization on inner product spaces the phys-
ical states are determined purely algebraically. They are therefore formal since it remains
to nd an explicit realization of the basic operators and states consistent with these re-
sults. The approach is therefore dierent from the way mathematicians attack cohomology
problems. They prescribe the basic operators and states from the very beginning. The
above approaches leave some freedom for physical intuitions to act in the nal explicit
realization.
Some allowed forms of the gauge xing fermion  in (1.5) and (1.6) were given in [6]
and further discussed in [7]. These allowed forms are in agreement with the allowed forms
obtained in [13] within the path integral formulation, which again demonstrates the close
connection between the two formulations. In the present paper we shall further explore
the freedom in the choice of gauge xing fermions  . In particular we investigate the
freedom in  and ji in the formula (1.6) , as well as the properties under global gauge
transformations for simple abelian model. We show that  always may be chosen to be
nilpotent in consistency with the interpretation of  as a coBRST charge (see [7]).
In section 2 the simple abelian models are presented and the results of [7] are general-
ized. In section 3 we consider a general class of gauge transformations and their properties.
In section 4 we give the existence conditions for BRST invariant inner product spaces and
compare the two approaches above. In section 5 we dene wave function representations
of the BRST singlets and demonstrate that they are consistent if half the fundamental
hermitian operators are chosen to have imaginary eigenvalues. In section 6 we consider
the still more general gauge xing fermions  which are allowed for bosonic gauge theories
and the properties of the corresponding BRST singlets. The main properties are shown
to be retained. In section 7 we show that our formulas also may be applied to nontrivial
models. Finally the paper is concluded in section 8. In two appendices we display the
basic formulas used in the text.
2 Physical states in simple abelian models
Consider as in [7] simple abelian models whose hermitian BRST charge operator is given
by
Q = Capa + P
aa; (2.1)
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where pa and a are hermitian conjugate momenta to the hermitian bosonic coordinates
xa and va respectively, and Ca and Pa are hermitian fermionic operators conjugate to the
hermitian operators Pa and Ca respectively. The index a = 1; : : : ; n <1 is assumed to be
raised and lowered by a real, symmetric metric gab. (The explicit form of gab will never
enter into our formulas mainly since our treatment is manifestly covariant up to section 6,
in which gab is further restricted to be real, symmetric and constant.) The fundamental
nonzero commutators are
[xa; pa]− = i
a
b ; [v





b ; [ C
a; Pb]+ = 
a
b : (2.2)
One may think of (2.1) as the BRST charge operator of an abelian bosonic gauge theory
where pa are the gauge generators, v
a the Lagrange multipliers, and Ca and Ca the ghosts
and antighosts respectively. Alternatively one may view it as the BRST charge of a
fermionic gauge theory with bosonic ghosts pa and antighosts v
a, or a mixture of these
two interpretations.
Following the second approach to BRST quantization on inner product spaces pre-
sented in the introduction, which was proposed in [6], we rst look for a maximal set of
hermitian BRST doublets in involution. Here there are two natural sets, namely
D(1)  fx
a; Ca; Ca; ag; D(2)  fv
a; Pa;Pa; pag: (2.3)
They are dual in the sense that they together form BRST quartets since the matrix
operator [D(1);D(2)] is invertible. We are therefore led to two natural choices for ji-
states. We have ji1 and ji2 determined by the conditions
xaji1 = C
aji1 = Caji1 = aji1 = 0;
vaji2 = P
aji2 = Paji2 = paji2 = 0: (2.4)
Out of ji1 and ji2 we may construct BRST singlets according to the rule (1.6). We are
then led to the following representations:
jsil = e
[Q; l]jil; l = 1; 2; (2.5)
where  1 and  2 are gauge xing fermions. In [6, 7] it was shown that the choices
 1 = Pav
a;  2 =  Cax
a; (2.6)
are satisfactory provided the real constants  and  are dierent from zero, since only then
do the states (2.5) satisfy the criterion (1.9). The inner products lhsjsil are independent
of  and  for positive and negative values separately. However, they are undened at
 = 0 and  = 0. In [7] it was shown that the two singlets in (2.5) are related as follows






a] = vapa + iPa P
a;
K2  [Q; Cax
a] = xaa + i CaC
a: (2.8)
One may easily check that the both sides in (2.7) satisfy the same conditions. Note that
the BRST singlets are unique up to unitary transformations.
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In [7] also the more general gauge xing fermion
 1 =  2 = Pav
a +  Cax
a (2.9)
was investigated. It was found that
jsi1 = e
K1+K2ji1 = e































for  < 0. From (2.12) it follows that jsi1 and jsi2 are well dened inner product states
provided 0 and 0 are non-zero and nite. In [7] it was also shown that there are natural
representations of the operators and states that make the inner products of jsi1;2 explicitly
nite.





in the case when the simple abelian model (2.1) is considered to describe a bosonic gauge
theory. a and a are then bosonic gauge xing variables to the gauge generators a and
pa. If on the other hand (2.1) is considered to describe a fermionic gauge theory, then the
general form of  is
 = xa ~a + v
a~a; (2.14)
where ~a and ~a are fermionic gauge xing variables to Ca and Pa. The forms (2.13) and
(2.14) are dierent due to the dierent choices of ghost number operators together with
the fact that the forms (2.13) and (2.14) follow from the requirement that  must have
ghost number minus one. The latter condition implies that the ghost number operator N
commutes with the regulator factor e[Q; ], a condition which always must be true. The
ghost number operator in cases (2.13) and (2.14) are
N = CaPa − Ca P
a; N = −ipax
a − ivaa; (2.15)
respectively. Note that N is antihermitian, N y = −N .
The most general form of  consistent with both interpretations above, i.e. in which
both ghost number operators in (2.15) are conserved (i.e. commuting with [Q; ]), and
where a, a, ~a, and ~a are chosen to be linear and covariant is
 = Pav
a +  Cax
a + γ( Cav
a −Pax
a) + =2( Cav
a + Pax
a); (2.16)
where , , γ, and  are real parameters. It yields
[Q; ] = K1 + K2 + 2γK3 + K4; (2.17)
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a + xapa − iC
aPa + i Ca P
a : (2.18)
The operators Ki, i = 1; 2; 3; 4, satisfy a closed algebra: The operators K1, K2, and K3
satisfy the algebra
[K1;K2] = −2iK3; [K1;K3] = iK1; [K2;K3] = −iK2; (2.19)
which is an SL(2,R) algebra. (By means of the identication 1 = 1=2(K2 −K1); 2 =
1=2(K1 +K2); 3 = K3, we arrive at the standard SL(2,R) algebra [i; j ] = i"
k
ij k with
the metric Diag(ij) = (−1;+1;+1).) This was also shown in [7]. In addition we have
[K4;Ki] = 0 i = 1; 2; 3; 4: (2.20)
Hence, we may view Ki as generators of SL(2,R)⊗U(1). The Ki operators satisfy also the
properties
K2ji1 = K1ji2 = K3ji1 = K3ji2 = 0;
K4ji1 = K4ji2 = 0: (2.21)
All these properties imply now
jsi1 = e
K1+K2+2γK3+K4 ji1 = e
K1+K2+2γK3 ji1 = e
0K1ji1;
jsi2 = e
K1+K2+2γK3+K4 ji2 = e
K1+K2+2γK3 ji2 = e
0K2ji2; (2.22)
where the second equalities trivially follow from (2.20) and the last equalities in (2.21).
The last equalities in (2.22) follow from the formulas in appendix A. The parameters 0










































From (2.22) it follows that provided the real parts of 0 and 0 are non-zero and nite,
jsi1 and jsi2 are well dened inner product states. (Only the real parts contribute to the
inner products.) These formulas reduce to (2.11) and (2.12) for γ = 0 as they should.
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3 Unitary gauge transformations
BRST invariant unitary operators, U , transform our singlet states as follow
jsi0 = U jsi = e[Q; 
0]U ji;  0 = U U y; (3.1)
which shows that changes in ji-states and gauge xings are related. Gauge transforma-
tions are performed by BRST invariant operators of the form
U = ei[Q;
~ ]; (3.2)
where ~ is an odd, hermitian operator with ghost number minus one like the gauge xing
fermion  . If we only consider gauge transformations which commute with the two ghost
number operators in (2.15) then the general covariant form of ~ is given in (2.16). We are
are then led to consider gauge transformations obtained from the unitary operator
U(a; b; c; d) = exp (iaK1 + ibK2 + 2icK3 + idK4): (3.3)
On ji1 and ji2 we have then
ji01 = U(a; b; c; d)ji1 = U(a; b; c; d)ji1 = e
ia0K1ji1;
















































The reduced parameters a0 and b0 are innite for some values of a; b and c. Since we have
the equality




for any parameter a (both sides satisfy the same equations), we see that an innite value
of a0 and b0 in (3.4) implies ji01 = ji2 and ji
0
2 = ji1 respectively.




It rotates the basic variables an angle . From the above formulas we nd
UR()ji1 = e
i0K1ji1; UR()ji2 = e
−i0K2ji2; (3.10)
where 0 = tan . Now since −1 < tan  <1 it follows that the general gauge transfor-
mations (3.4) on ji1 and ji2 may be represented by states of the form
ji  UR()ji1 (3.11)
for some value of the parameter  (−12 <  
1












xa cos  + va sin ; Ca cos  + Pa sin ;
Ca cos  −Pa sin ; a cos  − pa sin 
)
(3.12)
in accordance with (2.4). The states (3.11) represent therefore the most general class
of ji-states determined by linear, covariant equations. Note that although UR() on
operators naturally is dened for − <   , the ji-states require only −12 <  
1
2
since ji is independent of the sign of D.
From (3.11) and (3.12) we have
ji2 = UR(=2)ji1; (3.13)
i.e. ji1 and ji2 are related by a rotation 90 degrees. This shows that the cases 1 and 2
above are unitarily equivalent. This is also true for the BRST singlets themselves. Since
UR()K1U
y
R() = K1 cos
2  −K2 sin
2  +K3 sin 2;
UR()K2U
y
R() = K2 cos
2  −K1 sin
2  +K3 sin 2;
UR()K3U
y
R() = K3; (3.14)
we nd
UR(=2)jsi1 = UR(=2)e
K1 ji1 = e
−K2 ji2 = jsi2: (3.15)
Although the other SL(2,R) transformations do not generate other states than (3.11) from
ji1, they do change Ki in the regulator factor. We have in particular
US() = e
iK3; (3.16)








This combined with US()ji1 = ji1 implies that singlets of the form (2.5) with dierent
parameter values are unitarily equivalent. Note also that






1 + ibB(A+ cB)
(3.19)
from (A.15) and (2.22). Thus, the state (3.18) is up to a simple gauge transformation of
the form U = eia
0K1 equal to a state e
00K1ji1 where the real parameter 00 is equal to
(A+ cB)2=(1 + b2B2(A+ cB)2). Note also the peculiar identity transformation
US(ln
2)UR(=2)e





due to the equality (2.7). A third basic unitary operator is
UH()  U(; ; 0) = e
i(K1+K2); (3.21)











xa cosh+ va sinh; Ca cosh+ Pa sinh;
Ca cosh−Pa sinh; a cosh − pa sinh
)
: (3.22)




2 K1 + sinh




2 K2 + sinh
2 K1 + sinh 2K3;
UH(2)K3U
y




sinh 2(K1 +K2): (3.23)
Note that
UH()ji1 = UR()ji1; DUH()ji1 = DUR()ji1 = 0 (3.24)
for  = arctan(tanh). However, there is no unitary operator of the form (3.2) which
changes the sign of  in jsi1 = eK1 ji1 since the existence of such a unitary operator
would mean that ji1 is a well dened inner product state which it is not. Singlet states
with opposite signs of  are either equivalent, or one of them may be excluded (see next
section).
4 Existence conditions of the inner product solutions
So far we have only considered the second approach to BRST quantization on inner product
spaces. As was mentioned in the introduction also the rst approach is expected to yield
similar solutions. The crucial issue in the rst approach is to nd the decomposition (1.3),
i.e. Q =  + y. One may notice that if one such solution is found we have a whole set of
solutions of the form
0 = UU y; [Q;U ] = 0 (4.1)
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where U is a unitary operator. Consider now the simple abelian model (2.1). There is
a decomposition (1.3) which is such that the solutions of (1.4) will contain the singlets




















;  + γ2 < 0:
(4.3)
Note that C
0a, 0a and their hermitian conjugates commute which makes  satisfy the
properties 2 = 0 and [; y] = 0. One may easily check that Q =  + y. There are two
natural solutions of jphi = yjphi = 0. They are
jphi1 = e
[Q; ]j~i1; jphi2 = e
−[Q; ]j~i1; (4.4)
where
e[Q; ] = eK1+K2+2γK3+K4 ; (4.5)
and where j~i1 satises the conditions
Caj~i1 = aj~i1 = 0; (4.6)
which are only half the conditions which ji1 satises in (2.4). Note that (4.6) may be
written as
[Q;xa]ji = [Q; Ca]ji = 0; (4.7)
i.e. Ca and a are gauge generators while xa and Ca are gauge xing variables. As was
explained in [15] conditions like Bjphi = 0, B  [Q;C] allow for gauge xing conditions
Cjphi = 0 provided B and C satisfy a closed algebra. By means of gauge transformations
it is always possible to shift the gauge xing conditions. We conclude that the solutions
(4.4) do contain the singlets (2.22).
For the abelian model we are considering the implication of the unitary ambiguity
(4.1) is as follows:  in (4.2) may be replaced by 0 = UU y where U = ei[Q;
~ ] where ~ is
odd and hermitian. Thus,  is dened up to a gauge transformation. The corresponding
solutions of 0jphi0 = (0)yjphi0 = 0 is then given by jphi01;2 = U jphi1;2 where jphi1;2 are





aj~i2 = 0: (4.9)
The states (4.8) contain the singlets jsi2 in (2.22).
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Although  and the solutions of (1.4) are dened up to unitary gauge transformations
there are two distinct solutions of (1.4) which are not connected by any unitary operator.
In the abelian case they are given by (4.4). Either there is an additional condition which
excludes one of these conditions or one has to require them to be equivalent. The latter
option was used in e.g. [4]. In the next section we will argue that the two solutions may
have opposite norms in some cases.
The existence conditions of the solutions above are easy to obtain. From (4.2) we
notice that the decomposition Q =  + y with  given by (4.2) is only allowed if  6= 0
and sin 2
p
 + γ2 6= 0 when +γ2 > 0. Actually these conditions are identical to what
(1.9) yields within the second approach in the introduction. We have
[0a; (x
0b)y] = Fe2iba; [C
0a; ( C0b)
y] = iFe2iab (4.10)
with F given by (4.3).










a  C0a; (4.12)
where in turn 0a and C
0a are given in (A.9) appendix A. The BRST singlets jsi1 in (2.22)
satisfy in addition to (4.11) the conditions
ajphi1 = kajphi1 = 0; (
a)yjphi2 = (ka)











0a and C0a are given in (A.9) appendix A, and where the constant F is the one in
(4.3). The operators a, 
a, a, and ka and their hermitian conjugates commute among
themselves except for the following two commutators
[a; (
b)y] = ba; [
a; k
y
b ] = 
a
b : (4.15)
The BRST singlets jsi1;2 are therefore Fock vacua and have well dened inner products.
The complete Fock space consists of half positive and half indenite metric states (see e.g.
section 5 in [7]).
5 Wave function representations
We consider now wave function representations of the considered BRST singlets. These
wave functions will be expressed in terms of the coordinates which are eigenvalues of xa, va,
Ca, and Pa. Since the state space as a Fock space contains half positive and half indenite
metric states the proposed general rule is that we can only work with eigenstates which
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are such that half of the bosonic and fermionic coordinates have real eigenvalues and half
imaginary eigenvalues [4]. The question is which halves to choose. For the simple abelian
model which we are considering the results will be that the gauge xing fermion  to a
large extent determines the freedom in this choice.


























where za  x
0a, wa  v
0a, a  C
0a, and a  P
0a. The real constants ~; ~; ~γ; ~ may be






= ~~ − ~γ ~ = e−2d > 0 (5.3)
za; wa; a and a are hermitian operators like xa; va; Ca; Pa. We choose za and a to have
real eigenvalues, and wa and a to have imaginary eigenvalues. The eigenstates jz; ui and
j; i satisfy then
zajz0; ui = z
0ajz0; ui; wajz0; ui = iuajz0; ui;
aj0; 0i = 0j0; 0i; aj0; 0i = i
0aj0; 0i: (5.4)
Note that jz; ui are eigenstates to xa and va with complex eigenvalues. We have
xajz; ui = (~za + i~ua)jz; ui; vajz; ui = (~γza + i~ua)jz; ui: (5.5)
Similarly j; i are eigenstates to Ca and Pa with complex eigenvalues.
Caj; i = (~a + i~a)j; i; Paj; i = (~γa + i~a)j; i (5.6)
Note that the state j; i may be written as
j0; 0i = e−
0aPa−i
0aPa j0i (5.7)
where the vacuum state j0i is Grassmann even satisfying the conditions
aj0i = 
aj0i = 0: (5.8)
The states jz; ui and j; i satisfy also
(jz; ui)y = hz;−uj; (j; i)y = h;−j (5.9)
as well as the completeness relationsZ
dnudnzjz; uihz; uj = 1;
Z
dndnj; ih; j = 1: (5.10)
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If we dene the combined eigenstates by
jz; u; ; i  jz; ui ⊗ j; i; (5.11)
then we may associate a wave function to any state j i through the relation
 (z; u; ; )  hz; u; ; j i: (5.12)
The BRST singlet jsi1 satisfy the conditions
(xa +Mva)jsi1 = 0; (C
a +M Pa)jsi1 = 0;






where in turn A and B are given by (A.6) and (A.7) in appendix A. The singlet jsi2
satises on the other hand
(va +Nxa)jsi2 = 0; ( P
a +NCa)jsi2 = 0;






The solutions of (5.13) and (5.15) are in the wave function representation (5.12)
















In order for these solutions to make sense the bosonic delta function must have a real
argument. This restricts the gauge transformations above, or put in other words the
choice of gauge xing fermion  governs the quantization rules, i.e. which variables may
be chosen to have imaginary eigenvalues. These conditions are explicitly
Ref(~ +M~γ)( ~ +M~)g = 0; Ref(~ +N ~)(~γ +N~)g = 0: (5.18)
Note that
sign(Imf(~ +M~γ)( ~ +M~)g) = −sign(ImM) = sign( sin 2
q
 + γ2);
sign(Imf(~ +N ~)(~γ +N~)g) = −sign(ImN) = sign( sin 2
q
 + γ2); (5.19)
When calculating the norms of jsi1;2 we ndZ
dnudnzdndn 1(z;−u; ;−) 1(z; u; ; ) / (sign( sin 2
q
 + γ2))n;Z





which shows that the norms are undened for exactly those values of ; ; γ and  for
which we could not do the decomposition (1.3) or equivalently for those values which do
not satisfy the criterion (1.9). (There is also an innite factor present when the sign factors
are zero.) The results (5.20) also suggest that the physical vacuum norm changes sign when
we cross the singularity points in odd dimension n. (Such changes for the fermionic vacua
was given in eq. (4.18) in [16].) However, the relations between the bosonic vacua are not
obvious since they are normally not related.
The above results are considerable generalizations of previous results which were for
 = γ = 0 [7]. One may notice that when γ = 0, in which case ReM = ReN = 0, the
unitary transformation in (5.1)-(5.2) may be chosen to be the identity transformation.
This is not the case when γ 6= 0. Note that the conditions (5.18) leave a three parameter
freedom in the unitary gauge transformations. Inserting (A.14) in (5.18) one nds a
relation between the parameters a, b and c (d may be chosen arbitrary).
We conclude that the basic quantization rule in [4] that half of the bosonic and half of
the fermionic unphysical hermitian operators should have imaginary eigenvalues leads to
perfectly consistent solutions even in the more general situation which we are considering
here. However, we had to use this principle in a very general form in which the original
operators were chosen to have complex eigenvalues.
6 Still more general forms of  
We may consider a still more general gauge xing fermion if we view (2.1) as the BRST
charge of a bosonic gauge theory. In this case only the rst ghost number operator in
(2.15) is conserved. The general form (2.13) allows then for a gauge xing fermion of the
form
 0 =  + 1Pap
a + 2 Ca
a + 3Pa
a + 4 Cap
a; (6.1)
where  is given by (2.16). This expression yields
[Q; 0] = K1 + K2 + 2γK3 + K4 + 1V1 + 2V2 + 3V3; (6.2)
where in turn
V1  [Q;Pap




a] = [Q; Cap
a] = pa
a: (6.3)
In distinction to the case in the previous sections the metric gab enters here explicitly.
In fact, in order to have bilinear expressions in (6.1) and (6.2) the metric gab must be
constant, and this was assumed in (6.3). Comparison between (6.1) and (6.2) implies the
following relations between the parameters i and k: 1 = 2, 2 = −2 and 3 = 3 + 4.
Note that we may always choose the parameters i such that  
2 = 0 without aecting the
gauge xing factor e[Q; ].
Obviously Vk commute among themselves. Note that they cannot provide for a good
gauge xing by themselves since they do not contain ghost terms. The combined algebra
of Ki and Vk is given by (2.19), (2.20) and
[K1; V1] = 0; [K1; V2] = −2iV3; [K1; V3] = iV1;
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[K2; V1] = 2iV3; [K2; V2] = 0; [K2; V3] = −iV2;
[K3; V1] = −iV1; [K3; V2] = iV2; [K3; V3] = 0; (6.4)
[K4; Vk] = iVk k = 1; 2; 3: (6.5)
Eq.(6.4) implies that Vk transforms as a vector under the SL(2,R) generated by K1, K2
and K3, and (6.5) that K4 generates scale transformations of Vk. The Vk-operators satisfy
furthermore the relations
V1ji1 = 0; V2ji2 = 0; V3ji1 = V3ji2 = 0: (6.6)
The general gauge xing (6.1) involving all the terms presented so far leads to the
following BRST singlets (see appendix B):
js; i1 = e
[Q; 0]ji1 = e
0K1+papa ji1;
js; i2 = e
[Q; 0]ji2 = e
0K2+aaji2; (6.7)
0 and 0 are still given by (2.23)-(2.25), but  and  are expressions which also involve





















Thus, states with opposite signs of  () are unitarily equivalent.
From appendix B it follows that (4.2)-(4.3) as well as (4.10) are still valid. Thus,
the existence conditions of BRST singlets as inner product states are exactly the same as
before (see section 4). However, the wave function representations are dierent from those
in section 5. The singlets jsi1;2 are here determined by the conditions (5.13) and (5.15) in
which the rst conditions are replaced by
(A(xa +Mva) +Rpa + Sa)jsi1 = 0;
(A0(va +Nxa) +R0pa + S0a)jsi2 = 0; (6.10)
where the complex constants A;R; S, and A0; R0; S0 are obtained from x
0a and v
0a given in
(B.7) appendix B. The solutions are of the form




























If we still impose conditions (5.19) we nd for the norms of jsi1;2Z




















 + γ2))n: (6.13)
This is well dened for  sin 2
p
 + γ2 6= 0 ( sin 2
p
 + γ2 6= 0) provided K(~+M~γ)2
(K 0(~γ + N ~)2) has a negative real part. This seems always possible to achieve with an
appropriate choice of ~ and ~γ. As is shown in appendix B K(K 0) in (6.12) goes to zero as
!0 or !
p
 + γ2. With appropriate normalization factors these limits should be well
dened. However, for  sin 2
p
 + γ2 = 0 ( sin 2
p
 + γ2 = 0) the normalizations are
undened since the bosonic Jacobi determinant is innite while the fermionic integration
yields zero.
The Vk-terms in the regulator factor e
[Q; ] are usually necessary in order to obtain a
regular eective BRST invariant Hamiltonian or Lagrangian in a bosonic gauge theory.
This should be obvious due to the momenta squared in (6.7). In general these terms
violate the simple SL(2,R) structure we had before. However, for  =  and  = 
this structure is retained. For these values the right-hand sides of (6.7) may be written as
e
~K1 ji1 and e
~K2 ji2 where
~K1  [Q;Pa(v
a + pa)] = K1 + p
apa;
~K2  [Q; Ca(x
a + a)] = K2 + 
aa: (6.14)
These operators together with K3 satisfy then exactly the same algebra as Ki, i.e. the
SL(2,R) algebra (2.19). Notice that (6.8) in this special case may be written like (2.7) i.e.
e




Furthermore, one may notice that the formulas (2.10)-(2.12) are still valid with K1 and
K2 replaced by ~K1 and ~K2 since
~K1ji2 = ~K2ji1 = 0 (6.16)
due to (6.6). This means that we also here may consider more general gauge xing like
in (2.10). However,  should then be set to zero in (6.1) in order to have this structure,
since K4 in (6.2) couples to ~K1 and ~K2 and therefore destroy the SL(2,R) algebra.




where a and a are linear and covariant in the basic variables for a simple abelian bosonic
gauge theory. We have then shown that the properties of the BRST singlets expressed in
terms of e[Q; ] in general are determined by the SL(2,R) properties of the commutators
[Q; ]. A characteristic feature of these cases is also that the gauge xing variables a
and a commute among themselves which in turn implies that  in (6.17) is nilpotent
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( 2 = 0). These properties are expected to be valid also in more general gauge theories,
which to some extent is veried in the next section.
We end this section with the remark that if we instead interpret Q as the BRST charge
of a fermionic gauge theory then the general form (2.14) allows for the gauge xing fermion
 0 =  + 1Cax
a + 2 Pax
a + 3Cav
a + 4 Pav
a; (6.18)
where  is given by (2.16). This expression yields in the case of a symmetric metric
[Q; 0] = K1 + K2 + 2γK3 + K4 + i PaC
a; (6.19)
where in turn  = 2 − 3. Note that
[Q; Cax
a] = [Q; Pav




a] = −[Q; Pax
a] = i PaC
a: (6.20)
Note also that K1, K2 and K4 commute with PaCa, but that
[K3; PaC
a] = −2i PaC
a (6.21)
7 Applications to nontrivial models
In this section we give two examples of non-trivial bosonic gauge theories to which our
formulas may easily be applied.
7.1 Example 1: Cohomological dynamics
Any regular dynamical system may be written in a reparametrization invariant form [17].
The BFV-BRST charge for such a theory is
Q = C( +H) + Pv; (7.1)
where H is the Hamiltonian of the original theory and  the conjugate momentum to
time, t, which here is a dynamical variable. v is a conjugate momentum to a Lagrange
multiplier v. All variables are hermitian. Since H commutes with t we may treat +H as
conjugate momentum to t. It is then quite obvious that all formulas in their most general
form given in section 6 and appendix B apply here. The BRST singlets are of the form
jsi = e[Q; 
0]ji; (7.2)
where  0 and [Q; 0] are given by (6.1)-(6.3). The ji-state may e.g. be chosen to be ji1
or ji2 determined by the conditions
tji1 = Cji1 = Cji1 = vji1 = 0; (7.3)
vji2 = Pji2 = Pji2 = ( +H)ji2 = 0: (7.4)
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Note that the last condition is the Schro¨dinger equation. In this case we have no covari-
ant indices to care about. We may therefore without problems consider transformations
obtained from the BRST invariant operator V given by
V  ei[Q;t0P+v0
C]; (7.5)
where t0 and v0 are two constants. We nd then
V jsi = e[Q;
~ ]j~i; ~ = V  0V −1; j~i = V ji: (7.6)
~ is equal to  0 with t and v replaced by (t− t0) and (v− v0), and j~i1;2 satisfy (7.3) and
(7.4) with the rst conditions replaced by
(t− t0)j~i1 = 0; (v − v0)j~i2 = 0: (7.7)
We have then arrived at the gauge xings considered in [8]. However, the singlets V jsi
are a considerable generalization of those given in [8].
7.2 Example 2: Nonabelian gauge theory
The BFV-BRST charge for a general bosonic nonabelian gauge theory with a nite number










a + Paa (7.8)
where a are the hermitian bosonic gauge generators (constraints) satisfying
[a; b]− = iU
c
ab c (7.9)
where U cab are real structure constants. (We consider Lie group theories.) Remarkably
enough there exists a simple abelianization of the BRST charge (7.8) by means of which all
our results for abelian models can be directly applied to (7.8) [7] (see also [18]). Introduce
canonical group coordinates, xa, which are hermitian operators satisfying the properties
[xa; xb] = 0; [xa; b] = iM
a
b(x); (7.10)
where the hermitian matrix operators Mab(x) satisfy M
a
b(x)x







































Consider then also the following unitary transformation which only aects Ca, Pa, and pa
Ca ! ~Ca = Mab(x)C
b; Pa ! ~Pa = (M
−1)ba(x)Pb









If one now inserts (7.13) into (7.8) and replaces Ca, Pa, and pa by ~Ca, ~Pa, and ~pa using
(7.14), one nds
Q = ~Ca~pa + a P
a; (7.15)
which is the BRST charge (2.1) for an abelian model. The complete set of canonical
operators are fxa; ~pa; va; a; ~Ca; ~Pa; Ca; Pag. Since we here have a bosonic gauge theory
we may consider the general gauge xing fermion (6.1). The BRST singlets are given by
expressions of the form
jsi = e[Q; 
0]ji; (7.16)
where [Q; 0] is given by (6.2). The Ki-operators (2.8) and (2.18) may then be written in
the following invariant forms


















K2  [Q; Cax




























































































However, the Vi-operators (6.3) are noncovariant. The reason is that (6.1)-(6.3) require
~pa to be obtained from ~pa by means of a constant metric g
ab, which is unnatural since ~pa
has a curved index.
The state ji in (7.16) may e.g. be chosen to be ji1 or ji2 determined by the condi-
tions
xaji1 = ~C
aji1 = Caji1 = aji1 = 0;
vaji2 = P
aji2 = ~Paji2 = ~paji2 = 0: (7.18)
In terms of the original variables these conditions are
xaji1 = C
aji1 = Caji1 = aji1 = 0;
vaji2 = P







ji2 = 0: (7.19)
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Thus, ji1 and ji2 are determined by manifestly covariant conditions. Note also the
invariant properties (2.21). If furthermore the regulator factor e[Q; ] is of the general form
considered in sections 2-5 and appendix A, then also the singlets jsi1;2 = e[Q; ]ji1;2 satisfy
manifestly covariant conditions which may be extracted from (A.9). (The special formulas
(6.19)-(6.20) in [7] are not quite correct. The adjoint matrix representation Aab in (6.19)
should have the argument +i0va, and the right-hand side of the last equality in (6.20)
should have a term i0M bab added.) The singlets (7.16) are a considerable generalization
of those given in [7].
8 Conclusions
Hopefully the results of the present paper have to a sucient degree demonstrated the
viability of the abstract approaches to BRST quantization on inner product spaces as
presented in the introduction. We have explicitly considered very general classes of gauge
xing fermions in simple abelian models. We have determined the exact conditions for the
existence of BRST singlets as inner product states both abstractly and concretely within
a specic state representation. The two abstract conditions as well as the explicit wave
function integrations led to the same results. We have veried the general quantization
rule that half of the fundamental hermitian operators are to be quantized with imaginary
eigenvalues. Some choices of gauge xing fermions  forced us then to consider complex
eigenvalues of the basic variables. In this way we have to some extent explored the freedom
this general quantization rule leave us. In all cases we found that  could be chosen to
be nilpotent without aecting the singlets. The importance of the SL(2; R) symmetry in
the gauge xing rst noted in [7] are retained even in the much more general gauge xing
we have considered. Finally, we have demonstrated that these results also are valid for
nontrivial models like the general nonabelian one in (7.8).
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Appendix A
Transformation formulas used in sections 2 and 3
In section 2 and 3 we considered the general gauge xing fermion (2.16). It leads to
the regulator factor
e[Q; ] = eK1+K2+2γK3+K4 ; (A.1)
where ; ; γ and  are real parameters. By means of the commutation relations (2.19)-
(2.20) of the Ki-operators we may factorize this regulator factor in various way. We have
e.g. the following alternative forms
e[Q; ] = eis1K1es2K2eis3K1eK4 ; (A.2)
e[Q; ] = eit1K2et2K1eit3K2eK4 ; (A.3)
where
s1 =
i(A+ iγB − 1)
B
; s2 = B; s3 =





i(A− iγB − 1)
B
; t2 = B; t3 =












for  + γ2 > 0. For  + γ2 < 0 we have
A  cosh
q






(A = 1 and B = 1 for  + γ2 = 0.)
We have used the fatorizations above to derive transformations of the form
D0 = e[Q; ]De−[Q; ] = eK1+K2+2γK3+K4De−K1−K2−2γK3−K4 ; (A.8)
where D is any operator. For the basic variables we nd explicitly
x0
a
= (xa(A+ iγB)− ivaB) e−i

2 ;


































0a = (a(A+ iγB) + ipaB) e
i 
2 ;





K 01 = (A− iγB)
2K1 + 
2B2K2 + 2i(A − iγB)BK3
K 02 = (A+ iγB)
2K2 + 
2B2K1 − 2i(A + iγB)BK3
K 03 = (1− B
2)K3 − i(A − iγB)BK1 − i(A+ iγB)BK2
K 04 = K4 (A.10)
The corresponding transformations for the unitary SL(2,R)U(1) transformations con-
sidered in section 3 are
D0 = eiaK1+ibK2+2icK3+idK4De−iaK1−ibK2−2icK3−idK4: (A.11)
The explicit expressions are obtained from (A.9) with the replacements !ia, !ib, γ!ic
and !id. We nd
x0
a
= (xa(A− cB) + avaB) e
d
2 ;


































0a = (a(A− cB)− apaB) e
− d
2 ;































The unitary transformations (A.12) imply
K 01 = (A+ cB)
2K1 − b
2B2K2 − 2b(A+ cB)BK3
K 02 = (A− cB)
2K2 − a
2B2K1 + 2a(A− cB)BK3
K 03 = (1 + abB
2)K3 + a(A+ cB)BK1 + b(A− cB)BK2
K 04 = K4 (A.15)
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Appendix B
Transformation formulas used in section 6
Here we explore the extra features of the theory that follows from the more general choice
of gauge xing fermion  made in (6.1), which is valid for simple abelian bosonic gauge
theories. As we will see all the relevant properties of the theory is still dictated by the
SL(2; R)-sector of the gauge xing considered in appendix A. The regulator factor is here
given by
exp f[Q; ]g = exp fK1 + K2 + 2γK3 + K4 + 1V1 + 2V2 + 3V3g; (B.1)
where 1; 2 and 3 are new real parameters. It may e.g. be factorized in the following
two forms
e[Q; ] = eip3V3eip1V1eip2V2eis1K1es2K2eis3K1eK4e−ip2V2e−ip1V1e−ip3V3 ; (B.2)
e[Q; ] = eip3V3eip1V1eip2V2eit1K2et2K1eit3K2eK4e−ip2V2e−ip1V1e−ip3V3 ; (B.3)




















2 − 2 − 1




















−  − γ2)
: (B.6)
By means of (B.3) we nd now the transformation formulas (A.9) in appendix A where
x0a and v0a are generalized to
x0
a












where the parameters pi are given by (B.4)-(B.6), and where
R1  (4ip1Im(e
− i



























That the remaining basic variables transform exactly as in (A.9) follows trivially from the
algebra since the Vk generators only couples to x
a and va. The transformation of the basic
generators Ki and Vk follows readily, (Below, K
0
i, refers to the SL(2; R)U(1)-transformed
part, given by (A.10).)
K 001 = K
0





+((A− iγB)R4 + iBR3)e
i 
2V3;




2V1 − i(A+ iγB)R2e
i 
2V2 +
+((A+ iγB)R2 + iBR2)e
i 
2V3;
K 003 = K
0
3 + (iBR3 − (A− iγB)R1)e
i 
2V1 −
−(A+ iγB)(iR4 − iBR2)e
i 
2V2 +
+((A+ iγB)R4 + iBR4 − iBR1 − (A− iγB)R2)e
i 
2V3;
K 004 = K
0
4 + (iBR3 − (A− iγB)R1)e
i 
2V1 −
−((A+ iγB)R4 − iBR2)e
i 
2V2 +
+((A+ iγB)R4 + iBR4 − iBR1 − (A− iγB)R2)e
i 
2V3;
V 001 = ((A − iγB)
2V1 − 
2B2V2 + 2iB(A− iγB)V3)e
i;
V 002 = ((A + iγB)
2V2 − 2iB(A− iγB)V1 − iB(A+ iγB)V2)e
i;
V 003 = ((A
2 + γ2B2 − B2)V3 + iB(A− iγB)V1 − iB(A+ iγB)V2)e
i : (B.9)
Derivation of the reduction formulas (6.7).
In order to compute the action of an arbitrary group element on the states ji1 and ji2
one must use other factorizations than (B.2)-(B.3). Two dierent factorizations suitable
for actions on ji1 and ji2 are given by
e[Q; ] = eip3V3eip1V1eip2V2ef1K1e(f2+if3)K3ef4K2eK4e−ip2V2e−ip1V1e−ip3V3 ; (B.10)
e[Q; ] = eip3V3eip1V1eip2V2eg1K2e(g2+ig3)K3eg4K1eK4e−ip2V2e−ip1V1e−ip3V3 ; (B.11)























The facorization (B.10) implies
e[Q; ]ji1 = e
f1K1eV1 ji2; e




  −iefi−2i(f2+if3)gp1 + ip1 + f1p3 + if1
2p2;
  −iefi−2i(g2+ig3)gp2 − ip2 + g1p3 − ig1
2p1: (B.15)
Conditions for nite inner-products
The non-hermitian operator doublets are here given by
D0(1) = e
[Q; ]D(1)e
−[Q; ] = ef1K1eV1D(1)e
−V1e−f1K1
= fxa − if1v
a − 2ipa; Ca − if1 P





−[Q; ] = eg1K2eV2D(2)e
−V2e−g1K2
= fva − ig1x
a − 2ia;Pa + ig1 C
a; Pa − ig1C




a; Ca; Caa; ag; D(2) = fv









−4Re() 0 0 2Re(f1)
0 0 −2iRe(f1) 0
0 2iRe(f1) 0 0












The basic condition (1.9) for inner product spaces require then
Ref1 6= 0 ,  6= 0; F 6= 0;
Reg1 6= 0 ,  6= 0; F 6= 0; (B.21)
where F is dened in (4.3). Thus
F 6= 0 ,  + γ2 6=
n22
4
for any integer n (B.22)
These conditions are identical to those in section 2.
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